Interim: July 23, 1964

Rev. Wesley H. Anderson

Rev. Marvin Jr., Pastor of Colonial Heights Baptist Church,
Jackson, Miss.

Rev. Marvin is a moderate, well-mannered, sophisticated S.B. minister whose knowledge of the P.C.C. workers throughout the state (knowledge which he disclaimed to have except what he read in the papers or heard on television) and which he later admitted to having acquired through one of his own parishes, is pretty much the stereotype of efficiency, criminal, inept, restless, indisciplined bodies who are too immature to be doing such work and not mature enough to refuse or refrain from being involved.

He warmed to the "open my observance" with perhaps the students were being used and suggested that in the sense that we were concerned at their often expressed, that we were concerned at the point. Rev. Marvin talked freely about the impression.

He had no idea that the P.C.C. was or wasn't behind the new Summer Project. His concern was more that whatever or whoever was pushing the project would come away. But people as we were involved just an idea go away. And if they supposed that living with dark people for a whole summer was to be fun they had another thought.

Coming the final freedom schools had their existence was one ofcredibility and authenticity.
My impression

I think it would be helpful for another
content to be made and if possible to locate and
interview the lumberman who had acquired quite
a large degree of knowledge about the life
and works throughout the State. Mr. Moore is one
of the many sophisticated Churchmen who believes
these rebels as one of the terms) will
soon be gone and Mississippi can return to
serious Christianity.

I do feel that this plan is a future
valuable content, and as an influential
panel could be persuaded that the
Delta Ministry has value of it was
properly interpreted.